
Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���



Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: Your decision to take this course.

���  Write down what made you decide to sign up for this course?

��� �What are your beliefs around the possibilities of success,
with property and money?

��� �What are your desired goals from this course?

:25.%22.���



Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: Property, money and success associations exercise.

���� Property will give me:

�����Property means:

�����Investing in property is:

����

�
��������Money is:

�����Money is:

�����Money is:

�����

�����Success is:

�����Success will make me:

�����Success is:

��������
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Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Property, money and success associations exercise.

� Reasons that it will be very hard to make money in property (list several):

��Some of possible negative thoughts of starting out this property journey:

��My greatest doubts and insecurities about starting out:

��How I feel talking to people I don’t know:

��What are my thoughts on doing something new?:

����How do I want to spend my spare time?:

��What is the worst thing that might happen?:

:25.%22.���



Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���
Room for thoughts... 
Write down your thoughts, reflections, & action steps:

:25.%22.���



Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Questionnaire around beliefs.
Rate yourself from 1 to 10      1= total disagreement / 10= total agreement

��� Property investing is only for the rich:

��� Property investing is difficult:

��� Property investing will only cost me a lot of money:

��� There’s only certain people that are able to invest in property:

������ I don’t know enough to become successful:

��� In property people will help me & I just have to follow their advice:

��� There are a lot of people who can help me:

��� I have to know a lot about investing:

��� I should invest in something to be able to learn more:

��� Property is easy money:

��� So�many people do it, doubt its difficult:

������ I can replace my income with one property:

��� Other people can do it, but I don’t think I will be able to:

��� You can’t trust Estate agents:

��� It’s too late to find good deals as there’s too many investors out there:

��� Money is the root of all evil:

��� For me it is enough just to get some extra money:

��� I really want to replace my entire income through property:

������ Making money in property is a huge struggle:

��� Making a lot of money from property gives me a lot of responsibility:

��� I don’t feel like I’m good enough to make great money from property:

��� Chances that I make money from property are close to zero:

��� Making a lot of money from property is just a matter of luck:

��� Getting rich from property isn’t for people like me:

��� Property can cause a lot of problems:

:25.%22.���



Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Questionnaire around beliefs. (continued)
Rate yourself from 1 to 10      1= total disagreement / 10= total agreement

��� I don’t really want to get wealthy:

��� People won’t like me anymore if I become a successful landlord:

��� Why do I want more when I am already so blessed:

��� Who am I to think that I can do this:

������ The opinions of others are important for me:

��� It is difficult to get into property these days:

��� As a woman it is more difficult to get into property & to be successful:

��� You need a lot of money to start out in property:

��� It’s hard to find someone who believes in me & wants to invest in me:

��� I don’t like talking to people I don’t know:

��� I don’t like dealing or talking about money:

������ I find it hard to discuss money topics with other people:

��� Negotiating is not my best skill:

��� For me it is very important that other people like me:

��� I don’t have time to manage more than one property:

��� I don’t even own my house, why would I start to invest in property:

��� I would love to believe that it is possible, but I don’t think I can do it:

��� I don’t enjoy taking responsibilities:

������ It takes ages to decide on an opportunity, because I’m very cautious:

��� I don’t trust other people:

��� I am very attracted to my money:

��� I always see the glass half empty:

��� I don’t like being in debt:

��� If I ask people for help they think I am weak:

��� Not everybody can learn how to invest in property:
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Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Questionnaire around beliefs. (continued)
Rate yourself from 1 to 10      1= total disagreement / 10= total agreement

��� Property is very risky:

��� Financial security comes from a good steady job with benefits:

��� Investing is risky:

��� With one wrong deal I can lose all my money:

������ I am too busy to go out there and do it myself:

��� Being from overseas there are too many hurdles:

��� I will never be able to understand all the laws in another country:

��� Being from abroad makes it almost impossible:

��� How can I do business with people I have never met?:

��� I don’t like interacting only on Skype:

��� Can I trust someone else to take care of my property?:

������ How can I learn all of this:

��� I have never done something like this and I am too old to start now:

��� It is easy to talk about it, but impossible to do:

��� Not everybody can do this:

��� You have to have money for yourself:

��� There are no ways to get money from other people:

��� Who will be listening to me:

������ I will be the last one on anybody’s list:

��� Once I have a lot of property I will feel secure:

��� Having a lot of success will make me stronger:

��� If I become wealthy from property I’ll have to pay a lot of tax:

��� I am too busy to put a lot of time and effort into this:

��� It is a lifelong journey which scares me:

��� I am looking to become successful and rich quick
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Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Questionnaire around beliefs. (continued)
Rate yourself from 1 to 10      1= total disagreement / 10= total agreement

��� I will be there in a years time from now:

��� Successful people are not happy:

��� It is not right to be successful & rich while others are struggling:

��� If I become successful in property that’s fine, if not then that’s fine too:

������ I am a procrastinator:

��� Most of the good opportunities are gone:

��� The world is changing so fast it scares me:

��� Striving for success can cause too much stress:

��� People shouldn’t be so greedy and always want more:

��� Most successful people have taken advantage of other people:

:25.%22.���



Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���
Room for thoughts... 
Write down your thoughts, reflections, & action steps:

:25.%22.���



Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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��

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: Summary & realisation.

� My why is:

��My biggest take-away from part one:

:25.%22.���



Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���



Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5a: Finances - Expectation questions.

� Property is a vehicle to:

� Why do I want to make this work?:

� How much time am I committing to investing in property?:

� How much money do I have at the moment?:

��How many people do I know who would be willing to invest with me?:

:25.%22.���



Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���
Room for thoughts... 
Write down your thoughts, reflections, & action steps:

:25.%22.���



Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5b: Finances - Expectation questions.

� What do I want to achieve?:

� Will I do this alone or with a partner / friend?:

� Will I invest time in forums and Facebook groups?:

� Do I want to become financially free through property & how much do I 
have to earn to replace my current income?

�� Write some of your own ideas, thoughts and reflection on what you have 
learned so far:

:25.%22.���



Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5 Worksheets: Finances - Expectation questions.

:25.%22.���



Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5 Worksheets: Finances - Expectation questions.

:25.%22.���



Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5c: Finances - Expectation questions.

4XHVWLRQV�WR�EH�DQVZHUHG�DURXQG�\RXU�ILQDQFLDO�VWDWHPHQW�VKHHW

� Do you have a pension plan and what will it pay you?:

� Do you have some other plans in place?:

� Do you have life insurance?:

� How are you protected?:

�� What about if your partner dies?:

� If you get in a divorce will you be protected?:

� Will you be able to provide for your family in case you have to take care of 
them yourself?:

:25.%22.���



Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5d: Finances - Expectation questions.

4XHVWLRQV�WR�EH�DQVZHUHG�DURXQG�\RXU�ILQDQFLDO�VWDWHPHQW�VKHHW

� How do you want to live your life once you stop working or when you get 
older?:

� What do you need and realistically, what will you have?:

� What kind of other insurances do you have?:

�� How long can you pay all of your fixed costs as no money comes in?
(How many months can you survive - with no cashflow)

These questions can be a huge wake-up call.

It was for me anyways and it scared me, but it was also gave me a 
huge drive to never ever, ever give up. It was not a choice anymore,
it became a must!

:25.%22.���



Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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��

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5e: Finances - Expectation questions.
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Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���



Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6a: Creating your treasure map.

� My PRIMARY GOAL is:

� My MOTTO is:

� My action plan & treasure map. My 3 most important steps to get started:

���
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����

� My outcome of each step is:

���

��

��

� My purpose of each step is:
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����

��
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Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6b: Creating your treasure map.

� My action steps which bring me closer to my goal:
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Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6c: Creating your treasure map.

� My action steps prioritised in importance (1 being the most important):
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Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6d: Creating your treasure map.

Incantations / Affirmations are a very good way to reprogram your mind 
with new thoughts and beliefs.

An example can be: “I am confident that I can make this work” or

“I will accept all the leverage possible, better done & not perfect, than not 
done at all”.

“Li“Life is about growing, expanding and creating sparkles”
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Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6e: Creating your treasure map.

- NEW HABITS - My 3 new habits which I will create during this course:
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Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6f: Week to view (week 1)

- What has gone well this week?

- What has gone less well this week?

- What is the one thing that can be changed next week?

- What is the one thing I shouldn’t change this week?

:25.%22.���



Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6f: Week to view (week 2)

- What has gone well this week?

- What has gone less well this week?

- What is the one thing that can be changed next week?

- What is the one thing I shouldn’t change this week?

:25.%22.���



Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6f: Week to view (week 3)

- What has gone well this week?

- What has gone less well this week?

- What is the one thing that can be changed next week?

- What is the one thing I shouldn’t change this week?

:25.%22.���



Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6f: Week to view (week 4)

- What has gone well this week?

- What has gone less well this week?

- What is the one thing that can be changed next week?

- What is the one thing I shouldn’t change this week?

:25.%22.���



Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6f: Week to view (week ___ )

- What has gone well this week?

- What has gone less well this week?

- What is the one thing that can be changed next week?

- What is the one thing I shouldn’t change this week?

:25.%22.���



Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���
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Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2: Yield: What is Yield?
Use the examples in Exercise 1 to make your own calculations.

You will probably find out that some of the numbers they give you are on 
the optimistic side. But now you are aware that there could be other costs 
involved. Better to be on the pessimistic side to avoid problems in the 
future. 

YIELD YIELD 

The "Yield" of a property tells you how much of an annual return you are 
likely to get on your investment. It is calculated by expressing a year’s rental 
income as a percentage of how much the property cost.

Total rent per year divided by purchase price x 100

:25.%22.���



Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Return On Investment: What is ROI?
Use the examples in Exercise 1 to make your own calculations.

You will probably find out that some of the numbers they give you are on 
the optimistic side. But now you are aware that there could be other costs 
involved. Better to be on the pessimistic side to avoid problems in the 
future. 

ROI: ROI: Return on Investment  

The net profit of an investment is divided by the amount of money invested.

Net Cash-flow divided by the money invested in the deal x 100

:25.%22.���



Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���



Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4a: 9 important questions to ask your Sourcing Agent

��� What is your experience? How many years have you been active as a 
sourcer in property?

��� What is your main business: sourcing, investing, or letting?

��� What type of properties do you normally offer?

��� Whom are your contacts and how do you find properties?

������ What is your area and are you operating locally?

��� Do you have your own portfolio = experience as an investor?

��� What is your company structure? Is there a power team or just that 
person?

��� Could you also provide project management?
If yes: ask the ten questions you should ask your project manager

��� How do you send your deals out to your investors?

AAlways, always ask for referrals from people they have worked with.

:25.%22.���



Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4b: 9 important questions to ask your Letting Agent

��� Do you work with other investors?

��� Can you offer me full management and also take care of the mainte-
nance?

��� Do you have your own handymen or team if there is some major issue 
with the property?

��� What kind of contract do you give the tenants?

��� Do you have a scheme for the deposits?

��� What are your criteria for tenants? How do you do the reference and 
credit checks?

��� How do you communicate with me & when will the rental be paid to 
me?

��� What is your management fee?

������ How much notice do you ask for?

:25.%22.���



Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4c: Your own questions.
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Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask when someone offers you a R2R / 
SA Strategy

���  Does the landlord know that it will be used as a R2R/SA?

���  How long Is the rental agreement for? (normally 3 to 5 years)

���  How much deposit will I have to pay?

���  What other initial costs will I have?

���  How is the demand in the area for short lets and/or rentals?

������  Is there a good letting agent in place?

And especially when it comes to serviced apartments find out if they can 
offer certain services like:

��� Meet and greet

���  Handyman who can immediately act if necessary

���  A flexible cleaner because there won’t be any fixed check-in check out 
dates. 

:25.%22.���



Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���



Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���



Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���



Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���



Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���
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Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?
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Exercise 2b: Your own questions.
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Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.
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Exercise 1: My list of people.
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Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.
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Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.
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Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence
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Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?
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Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.
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some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?
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Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.
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Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.
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Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 
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����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
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If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
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because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
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-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.
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���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���



Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���



Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 8: Room for thoughts... 
Write down your thoughts about creative finance. What ideas do you 
have or want to explore.

:25.%22.���



Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���



Exercise 6: Revising your strategy.

- Most interesting strategy for me:

- Why do I think that this can work for me?:

- What are the pros and cons?:

- What is my action plan right now for the coming week?:
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Exercise 7: Let your thoughts flow.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: My list of people.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2a: 9 questions to ask your Joint Venture Partners.

��� His / her levels of experience in property including proof, so they share 
some projects as well.

��� Do they work with other investors as well and can you speak with them 
to ask them about their investments with said potential partner.

������  What is his/her vision about Joint Venture partners, why do they want 
them, what is their long term vision, how will they set it up.

���  How will you be legally protected, other than an agreement you should 
set up a deed of trust as well.

���  How will the communication be during the works? how will you be up-
dated; weekly update with photo’s.

���  Will there be a bank account specific for this property?

���  How will the rental be split and how will the communication be? Will 
you also get monthly bank statements and pay-outs?

���  What if in the future, problems arise with the property? Will you split the 
costs if you are not being able to pay them from the rental income?

���  How much money does s/he wants to leave on the accounts before 
paying rental income?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 2b: Your own questions.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 3: Your expectations of your JV partner.
Think of any questions you can think of yourself and write them below. 

If this will be your way to start investing, then start thinking about what you 
want to know as this is your chance to ask as many questions as you like. 

Don’t get nervous because otherwise you will miss out on this deal.
DoDon’t worry about the queues of investors lining up to do JV partnerships 
because that is not the case, and even if it was, be happy that you are not 
one of many, as you want to create a relationship and do more than one 
property together. 

Your expectations why you want to work with a JV partner: 

- Not enough money to do it yourself.
- To team up with someone so you don’t have to start by yourself.
-- To be able to get finance in the UK.
-  To get help from someone more experienced in the property market.
- To have a so called ‘ hands off’  investment.

All those questions can determine if a JV partner is the right choice for you. 
Maybe a specialised company in portfolio building is a better choice.
You may find working with a sourcing agent & project manager is better.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 4: What you should expect from Sourcing Agents.

- That they know the area well and have lots of contacts with the local 
people and agents.

- That they have their own portfolio and know what investing means and 
have an understanding of investing for cash-flow.

- That they will do all the negotiating with the agent or seller.

-- That they provide you with a quote for the refurbishment.

- That they will give you at least a little insight in terms of what to expect 
for rentals, including type of tenant and type of property.

- That they will introduce you to their solicitor to speed things up.

- That they can tell you a lot about the area.

- That the information you get is honest.

-- That they are there to help you fulfil your needs and not just to sell a deal, 
make money and move on. 

The example deals in Module 2 are a nice example of how deals can be 
proposed to you, though there are many other ways.

:25.%22.���
Exercise 5: 9 questions to ask your Project Manager.

����What is your experience?

����Can you show me some projects you have managed and can I talk with 
the people you worked with?

����Do you have your own builder / electrician / plumber and how many 
times have you worked together?

��������In the estimates the materials are included but will the builder provide 
them? If not how will that be arranged? Be sure to get an estimate for that 
also.

����It is hard to know what you don’t know, but be sure to get clarity about 
heating system and gas /electrical related specifics

��������Water meters are especially important if you change the use of the 
property from residential to multi-let will they be big enough to supply ev-
erybody with enough water? 

����Their experience with architects if necessary, and make sure that you 
go over the drawings yourself as well. 

����Be sure the sockets, light-points and all the small stuff will be taken 
care of and are in the estimates and they know how to handle that.

����What is included in the estimate? Windows, doors, smoke alarms, kitch-
ens, bathrooms? Knowing it in advance makes a huge difference to the final 
cost. It is easy to put up a cheap refurb but if you have to add all these kind 
of things it can become very expensive.

��� Who is taking care of the payments and how, instalments?

��� Do they have contacts within the Council for planning? & with the build-
ing control, if there has to be acoustic testing done? Do they manage this? 

:25.%22.���
Exercise 6: Most common costs -other- than refurbishment.

- Furniture and the project managing over the furniture
- New gas and electrical meters
- Installation of Wi-Fi
- TV licence

:25.%22.���
Exercise 7: 9 questions to ask a Portfolio Building Company.

����Where are they operating?

����What kind of property do they offer?

����How will the deals be offered to you?

����Can they provide the whole service?

����The costs involved with all these services?

��������How do they communicate during the process?

����How will the rental payments be paid?

����Will they help you if you want to sell?

����Any restrictions on selling?

:25.%22.���
Exercise 1: Example of an Investment Sheet.

Use the attached Investment Sheet to systemize your property portfolio as 
you grow.

��See attached Investment Sheet, you can download using this link:
CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD

:25.%22.���

http://www.leontienhomulle.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/Investment-sheet-for-property-course.xls
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ⴀ 吀甀攀猀搀愀礀㨀

ⴀ 圀攀搀渀攀猀搀愀礀㨀

ⴀⴀ 吀栀甀爀猀搀愀礀㨀

ⴀ 䘀爀椀搀愀礀㨀

ⴀ 匀愀琀甀爀搀愀礀㨀

ⴀ 匀甀渀搀愀礀㨀
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